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Steve Ritner, left, National Law Center student, and client.
b CdC h convince the poor that the
y an y 0 en courts were the tool of the
Mrs. A had checked her coat slumlord loan shark arid credit
at a cafeteria and was merchan~.
anticipating a quiet dinner when In recognition of the validity
a man stood up and started of Judge Tim Murphy's
firing a gun at the customers. statement that "if the poor are the program discloses that party without a lawyer was at a
She fled in terror and left her to be encouraged to use our students saved their small claims sever disadvantage because he
coat behind. When she retumed present-day institutions in lieu clients $11,303.70 by obtaining was ba-rgaining with an
and asked for her 'coat,. the of crime then the present-day favorable settlements or experienced lawyer. With a law
manager told her it was gone. instituti~ns must meet the dismissal of claims. In student handling the
She asked for the price of her current needs of the poor," a Landlord-Tenant cases, clients negotiations, the client will have
coat. The manager refused, movement began to make Small were saved $11, 443.56 in rents, the bargaining power to obtain
claiming he was not liable. Mrs. Claims and Landlord-Tenant 100 clients were able to retain an equitable settlement. If no
A filed a claim in Small Claims Courts more responsive to possession of their housing and settlement can be reached, the
Court, and at her tr~al a law indigent parties by providing fifty forced landlords to make case goes to trial. In the past an
student was. appointed to them with legal representation. repairs. The demand for law indigent party attempting his
represent her. The student The U.S. District Court for the students has increased as parties own defense was in an unfair
negotiated with the lawyer for District 'of Columbia in February have become aware of their position becausehe was ignorant
the cafeteria who agreed to pay 1969 authorized the Court of existence by the notice on the of, the affirmative defenses, the
Mrs. A the price of her coat. General Sessions to amend its Sma I I C I a j m san d rules of evidence and court
The law student that helped rules to allow third year law Landlord-Tenant complaint procedure. A law student can
Mrs. A was working for the D.C. students to represent indigent forms and by an announcement give the indigent party an
Law Students in Court Program, parties in Small Claims and made by the clerk of the court effective "Day in court." The
a project sponsored by the five Landlord-Tenant Courts under each day at the 9:00 calJ.students' 'participation reduces
law schools in D.C. The program .-----------------------~-"__1 the time the court has to spend
provides legal assistance to explaining the substantive law
indigent parties appearing before Stu'.den ts Ma ke' Law' s and court procedure and aids
Landlord-Tenant and Small the court in the maintenance of
Claims Courts, branches of the its impartiality. Even plaintiffs'
D. C. Superior Court. Legal Iawyers admit that student
representation is provided by W.O rk fo r Indig e nts counsel saves them time because
selected third year law students they no longer have to attempt
who receive no compensation. to work out a settlement with a
The students are supervised by party who is distrustful of them
two attorneys, Dudley Williams and does not know the law. Now
and Nancy Polati. supervision of a member of the Dudley Williams, the director they can negotiate with a law
The program, was established Bar. Under the amended rule, 35 of the program, attributes its student who knows the case and
to alleviate the plight of the pro law students began to practice in suceess to its philosophy of articulate the defenses of his
se party in Small Claims and May 1969. Some judges initially education of the law student in client. "The trials move more
Landlord-Tenant Court. When opposed the program, their the mechanics of the law. "The swiftly," observes Mr. Williams,
President Roosevelt signed the sentiments being articulated by students are exposed to the "and the treatment of cases is
bill establishing the Small Claims Judge Beard, who said "I am not practical aspects of the practice more sophisticated." The
Court in the District of going to be a part of a program of law," :stresses Mr. Williams, character of the court will vary
Columbia, he envisioned its role having long-haired" flaming "and sensitized to a group of depending on how much the
"to assist in securing justice for liberals running through the people they may not ordinarily judge sitting uses the students.
persons having small claims who courtroom." After seeing the be acquainted with." He believes The judges are rotated every
are financially unable to retain competent performance of the that the interests and rights of month in both courts, and some
counsel." Small Claims quickly students, these judges became the client should be emphasized will appoint a student to be a
degenerated into a court for enthusiastic supporters of the and that law and court reform representative or arbitrator even
lawyers representing collection program. In a letter dated should be' incidental. Agreeing if the party does not ask for
agencies, credit stores, loan February 22, 1971, Judge Beard with Mr.. Williams' view of the counsel. Other judges will only
,companies and insurance stated,"1 am happy to be able program, SteveSommerstein, an appoint a student upon the
companies. Landlord-Tenant to state that my fears were NLC participant, adds, "The law request of the party.
became a vehicle for landlords to groundless. The service rendered student learns how to bridge the The law students find that the
evict tenants. In both courts, the by these third year law students professional-layman gap in order cases they are called upon to
lawyers were litigating against has been intelligent, prudent .. ," to obtain the information represent fall into several typical
indigent defendants who had In 1970, the number of n ec e s sarv to adequately situations. In Small Claims, one
neiither lawyers nor any students allowed to practice was represent the client," The common case is where the
knowledge of the law. Both raised to 40 and in 1971 the students soon learn that the debtor defaults because the
courts met in one room and limitation on the' number of practice ,of law is quite different merchandise is defective:-The
were usually adjourned by one students was eliminated. In from the Casebook method. store disregards the complaint
o'clock. During 1967-68, before addition, Congress raised the The \competence, and because the note has already
the program began, defendants Small Claims limitation from professiorialism of. the students been sold to a collection agency,
were represented in less than $100 to $750. has made both courts more and the agency ignores the
two percent of 44,500 Small Since the beginning of D.C. amenable to the poor. By the complaint, claiming that as a
Claims cases filed VIItlile90% of Law Students in Court, 150 procedure of both courts, the collection agency it is not
the plaintiffs were represented. students have represented more parties to a particular suit must responsible for defects. Another
The inequitable manner in which than 3,000 clients. A study of try to-settle between the 9:00 frequent Small Claims case is a
these courts operated could only the first 1,000 cases handled by and 10:00 calls. Before, the (See STUDENTS, p. 8)
Clinical law
Opportunities
Prol iferate
Joe Spaulding, Howard Law Student, left, and client.
Community Legal Clinic and
LSCRRC held a meeting April
18 to inform students about
their clinical law programs.
Community legal Clinic
provides legal assistance to
minority groups within the
Washington area. Students can
receive up to three credits per
semester if they participate in
one of the many programs
sponsored byCLC. Below is a
listing of the progra_msscheduled
for the fall semester.
Washington Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law
Investigation of race and sex
discrimination in employment.
Prince Georges County Police
Practice
ACLU and NAACP are
preparing a class 'action suit
alleging police brutality by the
PG police. Work to be done
includes interviewing citizens
who have complained, preparing
affidavits and researching the
legal issues.
National Tenants
Organization
Investigation of tenants'
complaints. Bonus! - the
writing requirement can be
fulfilled by writing an article for
NTO's monthly newsletter.
Congress Heights Project
Assist Congress Heights
Association for Service and
Education, a UPO-funded
community project in Southeast
D.C. in housing <1nd
unemployment.
LSCRRC is a national civil
rights organization which
emerged from the civil rights
movement of the early sixties.
The NLC branch of lSCRRC
offers many projects which a
student can work in for up to
two credits per semester. The
projects are the following:
Institute for Development of
Indian Law
Research of. civil rights of
Indians and research on specific
projects such as achievement of
separate but equal schools for
the Indians of Arizona and New
. Mexico.
Legal Project of Washington
Area Women's Center
Investigation and research ot
cases involving job
discrimination, domestic
relations problems, criminal
'charges, etc. Establishment of
courses to inform women of the
law and court procedure.
Meeting of project April 25, 8
p.rn., 609 21st St., N.W.
(See C.L.C., p, 3)
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Warren-,MacNeil-Sin gleton Union Slate
UNION SLATE
President •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 'Manning Warren
Day Vice President ••••••••••••••••••••••• Ellen MacNeil
Night Vice President ••••••••••••••••••••• Joan Singleton
At Large Representatives ••••••••••••••••• Peter Bergman
Gary Wamser Charles Saul
Elliott Warren Jim Williamson
Third Year Day Reps •••••••••••••••••••••• David Callet
Leslie Ann Taylor
Paul Weeks
Third Year Night Rep ••••••••••••••••••••••• Lois Hardy
Second Year Day Rep.(3d Sec.) •••••••• Meredith Wellington
Second Year Night Rep ••••••••••••••••• Bob McCormick
M ELLEN MACNEIL
la-,n
planning an easier task for night the
stu dents, tentative schedules specific goal of enhancing the
-should be provided in the first reputation of the Law Center. A
year with certain guarantees as great deal can be accomplished
to, the times "courses required in this area by coordination of
for the bar exam" will be the Dean's office, the Alumni
offered. Office and the new Law Center
We are also dedicated to Union.
improving the status of clinical ' Lastly, we are committed to
law at the law school. The Legal establish more effective
Aid Bureau needs a full-time grievance procedures. Al
Administrator and secretary. As present, they are practically
one of, if not the most non-existant. To overcome this
important student programs at there must be an occasional, if
the Law Center it should be not frequent, show of strength.
funded at least in some The recent referendum
proportion to the money it accompl ished organizational
brings to the University treasury unification. We must provide theeach year in the form of tuition crucial balance. Tactics aredollars. A Legal Aid credit costs
as much to each-student as a many: Students should make
better use of the referendum, tocredit in Contracts or Torts, yet poll student opinion and ifthe Legal Aid Bureau is funded necessary, public censure of thethrough the general activity fee
of $20 per student per year. wrongdoer, preceded by open
The tuition, paid by students hearings. Letters should be
written to the Advocate and
getti ng Legal Aid credits, Hatchet and even the local press
amounts to an estimated . if the grievance is to that degree
$15,000 annually. We also will significant. If we are forced to
push for increased academic put our limited, but potent legalcredit for clinical law work, at knowledge to the test, then so
least higher than the current be it. The appropriate suits
limit of six hours. Credit should
also be made available to those could be brought by the
individual or the Law Center
students who work as law clerks Union. Students could withhold
or in law-related positions where tuition at registration. At somesupervision 'ls by members of the juncture, the resolution once
Bar. again becomes effective.
A fourth major area is dear to Manning Warren, Ellen
most of our hearts--getting MacNeil and Joan Singleton as
employment. This is not to the officers of the Law Center
discredit our placement office. Union are firmly committed to
Jean Svikhart is one of the best the ideas we have here expressed
in the business. However, at, a and to the principles and
time when law graduates realities of representing
outnumber law-related jobs by students at the National Law
at least two to one, concern is Center. We hope to make the
appropriate. Somehow, George student experience at this law
Washington University's school, more enjoyable and
National Law Center graduates beneficial and hopefully less
must be made to appear more costly. We can provide the
attractive to prospective imagination that is so necessary
employers. We propose a special in solving old problems.
by Warren, MacNeil & Singleton
Free Wine and Beer. This-is
more than a bribe. It is a
promise we intend to keep. We
propose for every Wednesday
afternoon a 5:00-6:00
"refresher" for both day and
evening students to be held on
the patio behind the law school.
This is one way of implementing
our major goal of bringing
cohesiveness to the students at
the National Law Center. This is
a program through whlch rthe
new "Law Center Union',' could
bring us together.
Our slate of candidates is
committed both to the evening
and day divisions of the law
school. The evening students
have concerns that have been
ignored long enough. The first
which comes to - mind is the
Marvin Center Fee. A poll of
night students shows that they
simply never use the Center.
Nevertheless we are gleaned at
the rate of $3.50 a semester
hour, totalling $98.00 per year
for those attending fall, spring
and summer session. This is an
outrage and must be stopped.
For day students perhaps the
Center fee should be an optional
checkoff on the registration
billing card. Night students also
pay approximately $500.00
more for their semester hour
J.D. than day students. This is
due to hourly billing rather than
semester billing. A major effort
will be directed toward
equalization. Night students
'should also be eligible for
scholarships as well as loans. We
personally pledge that University
parking tickets should be sold or
in some other way made
available at the Law Center
during the evening to avoid the
inconvenience and expense of
taking time off from work to
buy them. To make curriculum
what we think, but they of
course have the last word about,
it. It's easy for them to maintain
total power, especially -in the
light of student (and student
representative) passivity.
There are some issues whose .
time has come. Perhaps with
pressure applied continuously
rather than sporadicallv, we can
do something about:
calendar reform
course and exam scheduling
flexibility in make-up exams
selection of faculty
anonymous grading
interest to law students both
through THE ADVOCATE and
classroom bulletins.
COMMUNICATION is the
representative's most important
function. If elected, I will post
times that I will be available in
Stockton Hall both during the
day and evening, and urge other
representatives to do the same.
Many good ideas may go
unexplored simply because
students can't conveniently talk
to their representatives.
As a first-year day student I
am familiar with their needs; yet
being married and having
worked full-time for five years
before coming to law school, I
can empathize with their special
needs. The need for all students
is the improvement of The
National Law Center, and
dedicated representatives who
communicate with the students
can help. My experience as
Treasurer of SBA underlines my
commitment, and my desire to
see a more effective student
government prompted my
candidacy for AT-LARGE
REPRESENTATIVE.
PAUL WEEKS
The two most important
issues at GW are 1) the lack of
consistency in course scheduling
from year to year and 2) the
incompatibility between the
final examination schedule and
the course schedule which
unnecessarily limits the course
selection available to second and
third year students. Other issues
include the calendar revision,
provision for greater
participation by the student.
body in the hiring of professors
and revision in the final"
examination procedure, such as
elimination of the delay
resulting from a missed
examination and the bunching
of examinations during the
examination period.
DAVID CALLETT
Students have lost interest
and don't actively participate in
their student government,
because it- is totally ineffective.
Student government is
ineffective, because students
have refused to actively support
their government. It is difficult
.to determine which one of these
statements occurred first,
hoVliever, the truth of both
statements can hardly be denied.
I can only say that I will
make a sincere attempt to give
the students an effective voice in
those matters which affect them
daily. If the student
representatives are denied in
their attempts at establishing
some level of equality with the
faculty in decision making, Iwill
be the first to admit this
situation. It seems to me that
the elimination of student
government would be highly
superior to the present situation,
which can only be labeled as a
farce.
I am running for third year
day representative on the
Warren~MacNeil-Singleton slate.
I hope that you will give me
your support.
LOIS HARDY
I am particularly concerned
about the rising costs to the
student as" compared to the
decreasing quality of legal ,
education, especially as it effects
night students who do not have
access to scholarships and other
benefits. The size of classes, the
assignment of professors, and
the scheduling of classes are
major issues to both day' and
night students. I will also work
toward better communication
between students and the
faculty, a more equitable
missed-exam procedure, and a
summer program geared to the
needs of the student.
PETER BERGMANN
l-have declared my candidacy
for one last effort to improve
the quality of legal education
that we receive at GWU. I was
quite active in the fight to keep
the Urban Law Institute as part'
of GWU, and I have been at
every SBA meeting this year as a
non-voting member. With this
grounding, 'I feel uniquely
qualified not only for dealings
with the faculty and
administration, but also to deal
with the elitist students who
normally gravitate to Student
Government. And I am willing
to lend my name to the
.Warren-MasNeil-Singleton slate
because I feel that every member
of that slate has a strong
commitment to representing
student interests. I am especially
concerned with faculty
accountability to students -- in
terms of calendar reform,
grading without feedback to the
students, recru itment of new
facu ltv, and participation in
extra-legal activities. The faculty
'offices in Stockton should be for
our convenience, not theirs. I am
also working on the idea that the
Consortium should allow a
student to take any course he
wants at any other area law'
school, without restriction.
CHARLES SAUL
The Kutcher slate is an
attempted power grab by some
we II-meanilig, but ill-advised
students. This faction has
destroyed the election process
by making it virtually impossible
for an independent candidate to
win.
The Warren slate was formed
by independent candidates who
organized only as a last resort to
students are being elected to
school boards and city councils,
law students at the National Law
Center have less power than the
average three-year-old in nursery
school.
We all have college degrees,
yet we are being ruled by a
faculty who treats us as though
we were a bunch of misguided'
dropouts.
To make matters worse, the
Student Government has been
more concerned with its own
petty bickering than with the
problems confronting the entire
student body.
It's about time to get off our
asses, get our thumbs out of our
mouths, and vote for the
.candidates who can unite and
, get something accomplished.
BOB McCORMICK
I will pursue the local
representation of my class to the
fullest. I see the need for
conscientious involvement in
these activities: (1) frequent and
broad-based tapping of the
o pinions of next year's
second-year night students; (2)
full and fair reporting to the
class of decisions made by the
faculty, administration and
student government. I intend to
bring to student government an
intense awareness of due
process, fairness and equal
representation in the disposition
of issues, and mature
pragmatism in the evaluation of
reform. Practical decisions will
be made which will affect the
quality of life of second-year
night students. I appeal, to my
c Iass mates to choose a
representative who will quite
frankly seek to serve their
interests.
defeat what would become a
typically ineffective SBA. I am
one of those candidates.
SBA's immediate goals
should be: (1) the exertion of
pressure upon the faculty to
adopt the Kern or Caulkin
proposal or to submit .the
problem to arbitration. The issue
should be discussed with each
professor in front of her or his
classes. (2) the establishment of
communication between SBA
and the students. First-year
students should be informed of
what has or has not happened
the preceding years. Each month
representatives should be
required to discuss SBA
activities in at least two classes.
LESLlE.ANN TAYLOR
For most of us the gap.
between expectations and reality
at the National Law Center has
been greater than we would have
liked. Perhaps the biggest
disappointment has been our
legal education which fails to
provide either a philosophical
insight or practical handle on the
law. But the frustration
attendant with being a law
student at GW goes beyond the
classroom. As students we
discover that we have virtually
no voice in the matters that
affect us on a day-to-day basis.
Naturally, the faculty and
administration are reluctant to
share the decision-making
process. They want to know
JIM WILLIAMSON,
As Treasurer of the SBA this
year, I realized that few students
know where their $10.00
"special fee" went; this year
$11,500 of .the amount was
available for student-run
projects and even that was not
all used. At least parr of the
problem is that the' students
were not informed by their
representatives of the availability
of funding.' I will seek wider
dissemination of informatiOn of
ELLIOT WARREN
It is ironic that in 1972, a
year when even high schools
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Ad Hoc Coalition Slate
JIM KUTCHER JAMES AARON
by Ray Anderson' Student-Faculty Committee;
Jim Kutcher, Jim Aaron and drafting proposals for revisions
myself are writing articles of Legal Research and Writing;
explaining the nature of the Ad 'presenting night students'
Hoc Coalition. our platform, and requests for a revision of the
our personal motivations in - summer school night schedule to
running as your representatives. the Dean; writing the Equal
.Last year I formulated the Representation Plan (Kern Plan);
design of an experimental high and helping form and coordinate
school in ,Arlington' which the actions of the Ad Hoc
opened this school year. As Coalition. Thus when Jim
Head Teacher (principal) Ihave Kutcher organized the Coalition
seen the school succeed I joined it because I recognized
a cad e m i c a I I y and the .opportunity it presented to
administratively; next year our achle~e results rather than
enrollment will increase by 40%. rnetoric.
Policy decisions (except where- In its brief existence the
limited by state and county Coalition has organized and
statute) are determined by a conducted the first referendum
weekly Town Meeting, where on the calendar and the second
each student and teacher has one referendum enclosed in the
vote. In essence, the students pre-registration packet. In
and .teachers of our school addition it has authored and
cooperatively plan its presented several proposals on
objectives and operational plans. grading discrimination and
Imagine my surprise when I clinical law reform to the
discovered that law students at .Student-Facultv Committee and
GW were virtually powerless, ,the Faculty Committee. The
dependent on the Faculty Kern proposal for Equal
Committee and the Deans for Representation in a law center
whatever handouts they might Conference Committee was
wish to give us. Therefore I drafted by John Kern, myself
became involved in working and other members of the
for your interests by: Coalition; You, as students, gave
participation on the our.plan 600t6 of all votes cast for
RAY ANDERSON
the four possibilities on the
ballot.
As you can see, the Coalition
has been working hard to
represent the interests of
students here atGW. We are an
ad hoc group because our work
has been done outside of the
SBA, because we do not want to
be coopted by the Faculty, and
because we wish to avoid
becoming enamored by the
trappings of office. But since
you, as students, have adopted
our Equal Representation Plan
we feel the opportunity is at
hand to accomplish the goals of
the Plan and of the Coalition,
namely due process and fair
representation of student
interests in the decision- making
processes of the National Law
Center. We ask your vote based
on our voluntary performance
this year and our proven
commitment to meaningful
change. If these are your goals,
and you recognize our voluntary
efforts for reform as evidence of
a sincere desire to advance your
interests, support the Ad Hoc
Coalition for positive, effective
and responsive leadership by
voting for as many of our slate
as you personally can support.
i, '
by Jim Kutcher Therefore I organized and ran
an ad-hoc student referendum
The President of the student on calendar reform and
government possesses great, successfully petitioned Dean
powers and responsibilities, Kramer to distribute the results
which inthe past have often been of the referendum to the
abused. There will not be Faculty. After the Faculty
successful student representation rejected the students' request for
at GW unless a strong and action on this issue David
effective President is Colman and I organized a second
elected--someone who can get referendum through the pre-
results. registration packets. In addition
I firmly believe in the I drafted a letter to law schools
welfare of all the students at GW following a before-Christmas
and pledge my full efforts exam schedule which Professor
toward achieving an 'effective Banzhaf agreed to send out
student government with under his signature. Also I have
continual communication with actively participated with those
the student body and students seeking Faculty
responsibility to it. One which is approval for a fair make-up
prepared to ,deal with the exam policy.
Faculty on the basis of equality . But one person cannot change
-- and prepared to use any fair the law· school by himself.
and necessary means to achieve Therefore two months ago I
student goals. organized the Ad Hoc Coalition,
Candidates always issue and have coordinated its efforts
extravagant promises for the since that time. Only through
purpose of being elected. But I concerted action can significant.
come to you as a candidate who change be enacted at GW. The
has proven his dedication to Coalition is the first step. It has
student interests rather than his put forward a slate of candidates
resume. I have become outraged it believes' have demonstrated
and frustrated with the thier avility and willingness to
powerlessness of the student work for student concerns. The
government to bring about slate was not hastily thrown
meaningful change. Calendar together. Coalition members
reform was seen as an immediate wrote the Equal Representation
concern by many students. Plan which won 60% of the vote
AT9A.M.
ON THE MORNING OF YOUR
BAR EXAM YOU ARE GOING
TO WISH YOU HAD TALKED WITH-~-- ~
THERE IS STILL TIME ••.
CALL 833-3080
in the recent referendum,
brought an anonymous grading
proposal to the March Faculty
meeting and are bringing a
make-up exam proposal before
the April Faculty meeting. The
Coalition platform includesthe
following four points:
I. Due Process: Make-up exams,
genuine anonymous grad}ng.
II. Calendar Reform.
III. Curriculum-Registration
Reform.
A. Course schedules planned
for student benefit to avoid
conflicts among desired
courses and professors.
B. ~A commitment on the part
of the Administration of both
money and personnel to a
clinical law program
applicable to all types of law
work (patent, poverty, sex
and race discrimination, tax,
etc.] and open to all students
(day, night, working,
non-work ing).
IV. Implementaion of our Equal
Representation Plan.
A. Unitary
government.
student
B. Equal student-
representation on law school
committees.
C. Conference Committee to
make law school policy
decisions. .
The coalition asks that you
elect as many of these
candidates . as you feel you
personally .can support. We
woufd appreciate your help.
AD HOC COALITION SLATE
President ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Jim Kutcher
Day Vice-President •••••••••••••••••••••••• James Aaron
Night Vice-President ••••••• '•••••••••••• " Ray Anderson
At-Large Representatives •• ,••••••••••••••••• Carl Cannon
Cary Feldman AI Elder
Hugh Lewis Carol Elder
second Year Day-First Section ••••••••••• Ron Bookbinder
Second Section •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Jon Moore
Ni~ht Section •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Tyler Przyblek
Third Year Day ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Jan Levien
Jon Nelpris
Jim Phillips
Third Year Night •••••• ~•••••••••••• , • , Beverly Inwood
CARL CANNON AL ELDER
CAROL ELDER
HUGH LEWIS
.JON MOORE
JAN LEVIEN
JIM PHILLIPS
INDEPENDENT.
PAUL ALPER
I am presently a member of
the Student Bar Association, I
believe that the New Student
Government can. be a dynamic
force to bring to the students of
The National Law Center many
of the changes they have long
desired. Through my work on
the Student Bar Association I
have gained a knowledge of the
strengths and weaknesses of key
proposals that are still pending. I
led the Student Bar Association
drive to reform the Academic
Calendar but these efforts were
stymied by the SFC. I believe
that if the SFC had gone along
with the SBA Calendar that I
created we would be having
CARY FELDMAN
RON BOOKBINDER
TYLER PRZYBYLEK
JON NEIPRIS
C.L.C., from p.l
Center for National Policy
Review
Preparation of Title VI case
to compel .HEW to ,enforce
integration in the Northern
school systems.
Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission
Investigation of employment
discrimination. '
Migrant legal Action
Program
Research on migrants' civil
rights. '
Stern CommunitY Law Firm
Research in area of
communications law.
Women's legal Defense Fund
Investigation and research on
complaints from women.
exams before Christmas vacation
in 1972.
The New Student
Government needs members
who will work hard to give it the
strength and respect it must
attain if it is to be a powerful
force in the' National Law
Center. If reelected I will be
responsive to the needs and
desires of the students while
working diligently to make a
success of the New Student
Government.
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editorial
Saving Students
in Court
Next semester the tuition for full-time students will increase by
$250 per year. This is a 12% increase from last year. Where will it all
go? One good place for some of this money to be alloted is the D.C.
Law Students-in-Court program which is currently searching
desperately for enough money to fund another year. It may seem
incredible, but the National Law Center appropriated only $3300
for this worthy program for operations ending this May. The
Director of the Students-in-Court program has approached the
University again this year for' a substantial increase in its
commitment but has been met with the familiar cry of poverty. But
the total amount that G.W. students paid out in tuition during the
year for the two credit hours that they received as participants in
the program computed at the rate of $74 per hour comes to $6500.
Because the Students-in-Court program is entirely independent it
costs the Center not one penny more than'the amount it voluntarily
disburses to the program. Thus, the $3300 that the Center pays out
to the program is only half of the amount that it rightfully owes. In
addition, it is worth noting that the Georgetown S.B. A. contributes
a sizeable amount to the program. GW's S.B.A. contributes nothing.
The Law Center's new student government ought to consider
supporting Students-in-Court next year. AIL concede that the
Students-in-Court program is one of the best clinical law projects
that the University has going. Next year Students-in-Court has
planned to expand into the criminal side of the courts to allow
students to defend indigen.t defendants accused of crimes up to
petty misdemeanors. This would require about $80,000 for the
entire project next year, a mere drop in the bucket for the five
universities in Washington who contribute their students to the
project. The Law Center must not allow this worthy program to
founder.
Reitze Gets 'Tenure
Prof. Reitzeis now a fully tenured member of the faculty and
the Aivocate extends its warmest congratulations. While we support
the decision of the faculty to grant tenure to Prof. Reitze, the
, happy conclusion in this instance should not cause us to lose sight
of the fact that as students, we who are most affected by tenure
decisions are least able to do anything to influence the choice.
Widespread concern amongst the student population as to the
teaching ability and attitude of several of the Center's professors
underlines the sad fact that had we a say in their selection they
might not still be with us today.
Opening the Door
The Jldvocate applauds the enlightened decision of the faculty
to allow a reporter to attend their regular meetings. The I!dvocate
has consistently maintained that the closed nature of. the meetings
could only breed suspicion and distrust. The door of understanding
has been opened a tittle wider.
Congress Abdicates
on~War
It would be nice if the Supreme Court announced tomorrow that
the war in Vietnam is unconstitutional and brought the troops and
bombers home that way but doesn't the real responsibility for the
continuation of this war rest with Congress? One issue that will
surely outlive the Vietnam War will be the bankruptcy of our
national legislature to do much of anything except get its members
convicted of fraud and embezzlement.
Advocate Meeting
Orientation meeting - There will be a meeting this Wednesday
night at 7.00 pm , 3rd fl Harlan-Brewer, for the Advocate staff to
plan next fall's orientation edition. New persons are welcome,
whether law students, undergrads, or non-students.
Bombing Seen as Devious
To ObscureNaming of Nevius
by Edward J. Kiley
Editorial Page Editor
Last week was indeed a busy
one for our fearless leader in the
White House. Hidden, however,
from the intense public concern
which surrounded the step-up of
his Crusade to deliver the earth
and California from the "Red
Menace," was an appointment
which promises to have an
impact equal to or exceeding the
dizzying popularity which has
accompanied his "Bomb the
Gooks" campaign. The
appointment I speak of is that of
John "Hustling Jack" Nevius as '
Chairman of the District of
Columbia City Council. The
low-keyed "aspects of this
appointment were far from
accidental, itwas learned today.
A secret memo from President
Nixon to his close personal
confidant, Jack Anderson,
recently came into the
possession of the Advocate. This
memo recounts a strategy
session between President Nixon
and his top aide, Dr. Kissinger,
the subject of which was the
appointment of Nevius. The
following is an account of that
meeting.
Nixon: Come in Henry, glad
you could make it.
Kissinger: Sure Dick.
Anytime. What's the problem?
Nixon: Well, it's this Nevius
thing.
Kissinger: What the hell is a
Nevius?
Nixon: Oh, you remember
Hustlin' Jack. He ran in the D.C.
delegate race against
\M1at'shis narre ,
Kissinger: \Mlat'shisname I
, remember, Nevius I don't.
Nixon: Well, anyway, Hahn's
term is up and I want to appoint
Nevius to succeed him as
Chairman of the D.C. City
Council.
Kissinger: I still don't see
your problem Dick.
Nixon: Well, it's THEM.
Kissinger: Them?
Nixon: Yeah, THEM. THEY
comprise 80% of the population
and only a year ago, THEY all
voted whathisname in as
delegate. Jack got killed. I'm just
afraid of what THEY might do if
I appointed a white Republican,
who THEY already said wasn't
wanted.
KISSINGER: Did he really
do that badly?
Nixon: Well, he only got 25%
of the vote, and only carried one
Ward-Ward 3, up above' Rock
Creek Park.
Kissinger: Yeah, but doesn't
that 25% represent 100% of the
money in this burg?
Nixon: Of course.
Kissinger: Well, how much
more representative can you get?
Nixon: I agree with you
Hank, but my problem is that I
don't want this appointment
spread all over the Post's front
page for a week. I want you to
come up with something we can
do to take the headlines away
from Nevius.
Kissinger: Well, isn't the next'
moon flight due to go up on
Sunday, two days after you
want to appoint him.
Nixon: Come on Hank, the
arrival of the Pandas from China
will push the moon shot back to
the Metro section.
Kissinger: Yeah, I guess
you're right. But speaking of the
pandas, you could refuse to
accept them. That would make
news.
Nixon: I can't -do that.
Besides, I like nice, warm cuddly
things; and they remind me so
much of my own Teddy.
Kissinger: Right Dick. Well,
let me see. You could dump
Agnew.
Nixon: Get serious. After my
China trip, I need all the Archie
Bunker votes I can get.
Kissinger: Divorce Pat?
Nixon: Not that serious.
Come on, Henry, think.
Kissinger: I've got it! Bomb
Hanoi and Haiphong.
, Nixon: Are you kidding?
Kissinger: Not at all. First, it
would blanket the papers for
days. Nobody is going to even
think of Nevius. Second, you've
always wanted to be like George
Patton-here's your chance.
Nixon: But what about the
people? What about the
election?
Kissinger: Don't worry about
it. Just tell them this is another
step in your "win the peace"
gameplan-you're bombing so
you can withdraw more troops.
The fact that you're committing
as many Navy personnel to the
area as there are Army troops
withdrawing is immaterial. Hell,
your game plan has so many
steps in it already, another one
won't matter. Besides, Dick our
main concern is to submerge this
Nevius thing in the press. What
better way than to "Barry
Goldwater" North Viet Nam.
Nixon: I guess you're right
Hank. After all, what's good for
the President is good for the
country, right?
Kissinger: I'm not sure it
works that way Dick, but O.K.
Nixon: And good 01' Hustlin'
Jack will get in without any
problems from THEM. Thank
.God, I'll finally be rid of that
'shoe salesman.
Kissinger: Sure Dick, and
25% support for him isn't so
bad. As representative a
president as you are, a City with
a Council Chairman who truly
represents 25% of the population
should consider itself damn
lucky. .
Nixon: O.K., that's what
we'll do. Boy, I can see those
B-52's taking off already,
Thanks a lot Hank.
Kissinger: Anytime Dick,
anytime.
Nixon: Oh Hank,
way out will you
projectionist to set
theater for "Patton."
Kissinger: I'm sorry Dick, I
meant to tell you before. Your
secretary told me to tell you
that we're going to have to order
a new print. You VI.Orethe last
one out.
on your
tell the
up the
leHers
Rep. Protests SBA Actions;
•
Rawlings'Views Criticized
"
SBA Criticized
All elements of fairness and
equality were forgotten by a
majority of SBA members at the
April 12th meeting. In a
complete turnabout from policy
this entire year, SBA. voted
round trip air fare for the
present SBA Parliamentarian and
the new Student Government
President to a convention in San
Francisco.
Then, the majority (myself
alone dissenting) agreed to pay
$196 travel expenses to West
Virginia for Patent Moot Court'
Competition if the Dean did not
pay it out of his own funds.
Then, a member of SBA
requested air fare to an event in
Miami Beach. Finally, the
reckless spending came to a halt,
and the Miami Beach"vacation"
was defeated.
I am a third year deW
representative on SBA and
served on the Budget Committee
this past fall. At that time many
organizations wanted to go to
various conventions all over the -
country. Our policy then and
our policy until the last SBA
meeting was to deny such travel
expenses.
I personally was in favor of
subsidizing travel to conventions
nearby (300-400 miles away or
nearer) but opposed spending so
much money for the limited
good it might be for the school
as a whole if we sent groups to
such distant places as Denver
or the West Coast. However, I
was outvoted by the Committee,
and we ended up giving nothing
to anyone in their budgets for
travel.
I specifically argued in
favor of giVing money to
Women's Rights Committee and
BALSA (among others) for
conventions in this area, but I
was.unfortunatelv. outvoted.
Now, because there is money
left over, the SBA is giving it out
like it's going out of style. I have
nothing personal against the
Patent Moot Court Competition,
but it should not be favored just
because it happened to ask for
travel money late in the year. I
still oppose any trip to the West
Coast - or Miami Beach.
The money could much
better be spent on books for the
law library.
I am both shocked and
disgusted at my fellow SBA
members. I'm glad it's the last
scheduled meeting of the year.
Boy, something is rotten in the
State of Stockton!
Mark L Berlin
SBA 3rd year day rep.
Rawlings Ripped
Mr. Stuart Rawlings' articles
dealing with his tour to Israel
and other Arab countries, which
appeared in three consecutive
issues of The Advocate, invite a
few remarks. I, like Mr.
Rawlings, am a GW law student,
but unlike him, I am a
Palestinian, not a tourist.
H~ wrote that Nazareth "is now
FreeEnterprise Defended
by Harold C. Gordon
Book Review Editor
In the year 1850, as the
tottering Second French
Republic staggered from one
socialist experiment to another
in a vain effort to maintain
itself, a brilliant member of the
Chamber of Deputies named
Frederic Bastiat boldly
published one, of the most
r in g ing defenses of private
.enterprise ever to be advanced in
that century or our own. It was
a pamphlet entitled The Law.
Corresponding in length to
the Communist Manifesto,
which had appeared two years
earlier when the whole of
Europe was on the barricades,
The Law was Bastiat's personal
reply to those doctrines which
had emerged during the ill-fated
revolutions of 1848 and which
had made a shambles of the
domestic situation in his own
country. For in France alone
had revolution succeeded,
toppling the ridiculous "Citizen
King" Lou is Philippe and
replacing him with a government
. composed of radicals,
intellectuals and socialist
-visionaries and headed by the
romantic poet Lamartine - the
sort of men, in short, who are
ideally suited for making a
revolution but who are incapable
of consolidating one. From the
very first the government's
position was untenable.
Paralyzed by its own inner
dissentions, it was helpless once
the unemployed workers of Paris
discovered the basic principle of
participatory democracy:
namely, that by taking to the
streets they could blackmail the
government into granting almost
any demand. Accordingly, after
the first outbreak of fresh
disorders." the government,
prompted by the socialist
minister Louis Blanc, set up
full-scale "national workshops"
for those workers who could be
readily employed and a system
of welfare payments for those
who could not. The results were
predictable: welfare rolls swelled
and production sagged as the
workers reasoned with
unassailable logic that if the
state paid them 30 sous a day
for doing nothing and 40 sous a '. the law must be more than just
day for working, they then but must be charitable, to
needed only work to the extent advocate that property be taken
of JO sous a day if indeed they .from one group of citize~s for A few years ago a big song had the line, "hot town, summer in
considered it worthwhile to the benefit of another, IS to the city." Well, summer in D.C. is always hot and humid but there is
work at all. In the end the pervert 'the law into an much to do in the way of entertainment.
situation deteriorated to the instrument of organized plunder. There are free concerts almost every night of the week, either at
point where the French people, the Watergate, the Capitol Steps, or in the various parks. The daily
weary of administrative chaos Today, .of course, being long papers always carry a full list of the free activities. The Smithsonian
and inefficiency, turned to the accustomed to progressive always sponsors a folklore festival on the Mall and bike riding
man on horseback in the person taxation, we laugh at such an becomes a passion.
of Napoleon III just as they had . idea as hopelessly archaic and Canoes, peddle boats and rowboats can be rented at Thompsons,
turned to his more famous even quaint. Nevertheless it is a. near the Kennedy Center, or Fletchers in Georgetown. Picnic
uncle 50 years before. relevant one for the simple grounds are very plentiful in Rock Creek park as well as throughout
It was just prior to this reason that there is no escaping the states of Maryland and Virginia. .
s ham efu I acquiescence to the essential logic of it. The law .Summer Stock also plays a big role in D.C. entertainment,
dictatorship that Bastiat issued is not, as Bastiat points out,"a ranging from the symphony,· ballet and opera at Wolf Trap near
his eloquent reassertion of the breast that fills itself." Even in Reston and the theatre in the round productions of Shady Grove. in
free enterprise system. Although our own time there really is no Gaithersburg, Md. The new city of Columbia has the Merriwe~her
an ardent supporter of free trade way in which the law can favor Post Pavilion, and both the Post Pavilion and Wolf Trap have _very
as opposed to protectionism (he one class of people without cheap admission prices to the grounds so that you can take a
had previously published the directly or indirectly interfering blanket and a basket of food and wine and have a picnic while
satiric "Petition of the with the liberty and property of . watching the show.
Candlemakers" for a protective another, and the greater the·' The Carter Barron amphitheatre is the oldest of the summer
tariff against their competitor benefit to be conferred on one, outdoor amusement centers. It is run by the National Park Service
the sun), Bastiat would today be the greater the injury to another. and managed by the Felds, who own the Circus. They have had
regarded as a conservative whose Here we may recognize the difficulty over the past two seasons in trying to determine who their
philsophv combined elements of paradox of the modern welfare audience is. While trying to attract the black city residents, the only
what modern conservatives refer state which Bastiat, clearly shows that have sold out have been the final folk shows of the
to as the "traditionalist" and foresaw over a century ago when season, Judy Collins and Arlo Guthrie two years ago, and John
he declared that it was"libertarian" schools of thought. Denver and Mary Travers last season.
Like Burke and Hume before impossible to make the Summer in D.C. also brings seafood to mind. The
him, Bastiat was a believer in the . government responsible for the Washington-Baltimore area is rightfully ,famed for its seafood,
organic state; i.e., that the state welfare of the people without drawing on the waters of the Chesapeake Bay, particularly for
was the natural outgrowth of impairing the right of the people. hardshell and softshellcrabs, and both Cherrystone clams, eaten raw
man's social instinct and custom. to provide for their own welfare. on the halfshell, and the Steamed littlenecks.
Hence all voluntary associations He also foresaw that once the There are several types of Seafood restaurants in the city. The
are "natural" and therefore law was accepted as a means of fanciest is the Sea Catch, associated with the Jockey Club in the
"good," just as all artificially reordering society, the Fairfax Hotel at 2100 Mass. Ave. The food is great, but the prices
imposed associations are "bad" nat ion a lis t san d soci al are very high and seafood is really not meant to be eaten in a jacket
and even dangerous to liberty. phiosophers would seek to and tie type atmosphere.
Therefore, when Lamartine exploit it to force men to Seafood is finger food, fun for the whole family, kind of thing.
boasted that he had enacted 'conform to their own utopian Crab particularly is not a dainty kind of dish. There are a couple of
liberty by law and would enact visions and master plans . This he crab houses that I would particularly like to recommend. Kushner's
fraternity the same way, Bastiat ridiculed by suggesting that Restaurant in Silver Spring at Piney Branch and Flower, specializes'
replied that as it was impossible people do not mob a magistrate in the jumbo sized crabs, but they were $1.25 a piece when I was
to separate the word fraternity or justice of the peace to force there last week, and since this is supposed to be the best crab year
from the word voluntary, the him to dispense free credit,' since the late fifties, that is a bit much. The rest of their food is very
second stage of lamartine's protective tariffs or higher good, however and it has replaced Crisfield's on Georgia Aven~e as
program would necessarily wages. Today, however, in an the most reasonably priced seafood restaurant. However, while I
destroy the first. age' of expanding bureaucracy won't eat dinner there, no place in the entire city is better for clams
and judicial activism, this d t ith c Id draft beeran ovs ers WI a 0 •
argument is no longer reductio Bish Thompson's in Bethesda is also excellent, particularly for
. ad absurdum but .is very nearly softshelled crabs. Soft shells are crabs that have been caught in the
the truth. And as the conse- middle of their growth cycle. As the crab grows it sheds its shell and
quences of this state of affairs then grows, a new, larger shell. If it is caught after shedding the old
become ever more apparent, so and before growing the new, it is a soft shelled crab. They are then
does the legitimacy of Bastiat's usually deep fried and served with fries and cole slaw, a true taste
philosophy. For as we once
delight.
more re-evaluate the necessary , Aficionados are always arguing the merits of one method of
balance that must be struck be- preparing hardshells over another. They can be cooked in beer,.
tween security and freedom, th h Th bvinegar, water, or any combination of e tree. ey can e ..
Bastiat's ideas lose none of their seasoned with black pepper, Old Bay Seafood seasoning, or any
original cogency. combination of other spices. There are many places in D.C. qrea to'
get hardshells, but to get .the best you really have to go to
Baltimore. Here in town, the only crab house that should be
avoided if at all possible is Gordons, on Rockville Pike. They charge'
more for smaller crabs than anyone else. Chesapeake Crab House, in
Piney Branch Road in Silver Spring is one of the most popular
places in the area, and their prices are fairly reasonable, but be sure
to start with steamed clams cooked with onions. My favorite crabs
come from Huffnfleadv, a carryout only crab shop at Chillum and
Riggs Road, in Chillum, Maryland. .
It is in the city of Bawlmer, Merland that crab eating approaches
its zenith. My favorite place in Baltimore is Bud's Cafe, at 3919 E.
Lombard St., as much for their pizzabread and fried hard crabs "s
for the hardshells, themselves. Gordons at 246 N. Montfort Ave.
and Obrvckl's at 1714 E. Lombard are the two most famous of the
Baltimore crab houses and they are both excellent. It really is worth
a trip to Baltimore with a group of people to have a crab feast <1t
one of these three places.
. It is with a great deal Of sadness that I want to take this
opportunity to wish Ms. Jeanne Q. Svickhart the best of luck in her
new job. She'll be leaving the NlC in June and she will be missed ..
From a very selfish standpoint I am not awfully happy about o~r
having a brand new placement officer for my last semester 10
school, but I still wish Jean lots of good luck.
To all of you, have a good summer, good luck on the bar exams,
and for those who will be back in September, I'll have more then.
He'then went even further.
He contended that the law is an
exclusively negative instrument,
existing solely to prevent the
individual members of the
community from robbing or
doing injury to each other and
thus to secu re for each
individual the right to enjoy the
fruits of his labors. So exercised,
the law is just. Togo beyond
this. he argued, to contend that
more leHers he accurately uses - the term
inhabited by Arabs, except for a "Zionists" while in the second
new Jewish colony nearby:' The he erroneously designated the
truth. is that the Jewish colony is word "Jews." The difference
inside Nazareth, where Arab between the two terms is
houses were confiscated and fundamental in the Arab-Israeli
Israel i Jewish artists were conflict,' and it is also essential
brought in to stay permanently. to any legal and political
The Palestinian dwellers were arguments related to this
evicted to make room -for an situation. Zionism is based on
"artistic atmosphere:' This is a two pillars: the establishment of
random example. The Israeli a "Jewish State" for the "Jewish
Absentees' Property Law people." The Jewish opposition
(available in our library) to the Zionist program is as old
provides the most authentic as Zionism. (e.g. Jastrow,
Zionist document of how Zionism and the Future of
j Palestinian property was Palestine; Berge~, 'The Jew!sh
"legally" confiscated and ~i1emma.) The ZIOOlst e~cluslve
-"J ish people"- people' Interests negate and nullify anynon eWI . . I' P' t
were de rived from their very compromising so unon, nor 0
fPI' 'Ing 1947, Arabs and Jews suggestedsource 0 IV • .' lf d
- Rawlings' eleven a binational state or a UOI re
recommendations constitute a state wit~ Arab and Jewish
unique mosaic of contradictory popul.atlons, b~t both
p escriptions. He "blamed" the suggestions were reJec~d by
Z~ . ts for "taking over a Zionist leadership. We,zmann
100lS .• h"" PI fd minantly Arab territory," insisted t e we want a es me
~~~ ~he "Palestinian extremists" as Jewish as England is Engli~h.
f efusing to consider After Israel was created, Premier
n~~oti~tmg with Jews since Ben Gurion officially wrot~:
1947 ...". This statement should "We have set up a dy~aml~
be first clarified. In the first part State, bent upon .•. expansion.
(:rhe Israel Government
Yearbook, 1951) Currently, the
Palestinian Resistance Movement
is advocating a secular,
democratic state, instead of a
state based on one single value,
as a solution, but its offer has
been ridiculed by Zionists. "Their
emphasis is still on a state "with
a decisive Jewish majority," as
Mrs. Meir said. This is the crux
of the problem.
Ten of Mr. Rawtlngs'
conclusions are keyed to the
exclusive interest of the State of
Israel. The Golan Heights, for
example, "should be kept" by
Israel until Syria yields to Israeli
demands; Sinai "should be kept"
by Israel until Egypt comes to
the negotiation table; Arab
Jerusalem should be
internationalized, but the other
sector of Jerusalem should be
Israel's capital; etc... These
statements are almost identical
to the Israeli official position.
Mr. Rawlings has
proven himself more a Zionist
than the Zionists.
Anis F. Kassim
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.Menick
Miscellaneous
PHI ALPHA DELTA PICNIC
free food and beer
Sunday, April 30, 1972; 12 to 4 PM Rock Creek Park(Lot 6A)
All members and interested members and their spouses
and dates are invited
(MEMBERS:HAVE YOU PAID YOUR DUES FOR 71-72?)
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Police Abuse of Laws Th EI · D h' P 2Is The Remedy Legal? e ectne. oue e: rogress.
Iby Linda Auerbach distinctions between degrees of Pat e n t I a w h as real CYniCS might say the real skyscraper fires. Since flretruck
A revered jurist once likened violence-on either side? Is being possibilities, considering the function of these appliances is ladders can't reach beyond eight
the study of law to conquering hit in the face enough physical number of new products juicing the American public. All or nine stories, firemen have to
the bramble bush of biblical force so as to set in motion pumped into American life every the appliance manufacturers say- take the elevators to get to the
fame. A' few recent events have constitutional protections?, year. We seem to have reached ing, "Come sit on this machine." fire. Naturally, if this is a day-
decided for me that the law if The supreme irony is that the t hat hap p y s tat e 0 f We do, it goes round and round, time fire, which seems not irn-
farther from dealing with the law has institutionalized the 'institutionalized change' and spins all the loose cash out probable, the occupants of the
fire than I had ever thought. legitimacy of the state, through prescribed by Don~ld Schon in of our pockets. building will be wanting to g?
This is true because the law does its police to harass and use "Technology and Change:' Why worry, others say. If hot down these same elevators. Nei-
not touch what and who actual- violence until someone fights When new gadgets appeared air in the ear makes you feel ther party will get there, for two
Iy have power to intimidate and back. Mr. Bellou now paralvzed we used to say 'What next?' The better, then fine, let it blow. bizarre reasons.
interfere with our lives. for the rest of his life knows that standing reply was 'Electronic Consumerists are quick to
A friend of mine wears his f'ighting back to assert toothbrushes?' The ultimate point out hazards, though, as in
hair in a 1000gpony-tail and constitutional rights is a pyrrhic absurdity, we thought. Then the recent case of Aqua Fem, an
drives a battered VW Bus. One victory. Although he was a gun someone took the joke seriously electric douche, sister to the
morning during rush hour he collector whose preoccupation is and made millions. Water Pik and the leaf blower.
drove along Rock Creek abhorrent, it is the arbitrary and Last fall I remember seeing Consumers Union found that
Parkway and properly entered lethal treatment of the police B&G men on campus with Aqua Fem was capable of pro-
the left land before turning onto which is the real horror. There another mechanical joke, a gas ductinqa lethal shock when im-
Con s tit uti 0 n A v e nu e . has beel) little outcry. Blacks engine contraption. strapped on mersed In water. Goldfinger and
Immediately the park police have been trying to tell us for a their backs and large hoses in the Marquis de Sade would have
pulled him over for allegedly long time now that the police their hands, blowing leaves off loved Aqua Fems.
making an illegal turn; they did who act outside the law are a, the sidewalk. Unfortunately, the As long as we're stuck with
not even acknowledge that they danger. Fred Hampton can no wind blew the leaves back when 110 volts as the standard-we
had witnessed the turn. longer tell us this. It took a they left, and the noise was' shouldn't be-we're going to
Badgering and oppressive blue-ribbon Kerner commission equal to a gas mower. From the have trouble, especially with
treatment greeted my friend to finally make that a economic point of view, ktichen and bathroom appli-
who only asked to be told 'respectable viewpoint to even however, these gadgets are ances. Water and electricity do
"why." Ultimately he was discuss. And now we hear that superb, costing some fifty times bad things together. Elsewhere,
ticketed. A few days later while the Supreme Court will reassess as much as a leaf rake. So my they cause fires, especially with
driving down Rhode Island its Miranda decision which held compliments to the GW the highly flammable synthetics
Avenue at the normal speed, he only that an accused must be Purchasing Office: buying the (like polyurethane foam) which
was stopped again. This time told his constitutional rights blowers is as penny-patriotic a we load into our houses and
two hitleresque-innocent looking while in interrogatory custody. gesture as buying Detroit's tin offices.
policemen demanded to see, his Who knows how many suffered rhinos. ,--------------,
license and registration. Because .befor e Miranda was first Trade journals like "Plastics lafayette
of the earlier incident, his announced because of the power Age" are full of new products,
driver's license was misplaced police assumed to threaten and but soare the daily papers. The Square
and the computer checkout intimidate, to mentally and ads for new appliances are well
wrongly reported that my friend physically abuse. If the Supreme worth reading: But other and more bizarre
had no license. Inititating a Court turns a deaf ear to the ' , LAD Y SUN B E A M hazards are coming. People
search, the police wrenched his pleas of individuals to counter MANICURIST manicures at around radar installations "clOd
arms from his pockets; upon this power, then there is no way ho me. Power 'cable and microwave relays are aware of
resisting this harassment, one for the law to respond. It is attachments include cuticle the wild possibilities of radio-
officer of the law slugged him in impotent-and ultimately so are brush, buffer, nail shaper, callus , frequency radiation: headaches,
the mouth with a flashlight. He we as students of the law. remover, and cuticle pusher, plus nausea, fried corneas, temporary
was arrested and three hours The same political process replacement emery discs. sterility, and so on, if you get in
later released on bond. which appoints and ratifies a $15.95" the beaming path. But now ev-
I belabored in telling the Rehnquist and Powell to the "OSTER Controlled Heat eryone can get in on the fun,
incidents to convey the total Supreme Court and appoints a Electric Fondue Set. $9.99:' with microwave ovens, which
lack of legal rights anyone has Kleindienst to become Attorney "REMINGTON HOT COMB can "cook a frank or a bun in 60
who is the target of arbitrary General-who in turn determine keeps the most unruly hair secs., a hamburger in 2 minutes,
and premeditated .harassment. the law-also leads to _and under control! While the Hot a Space Age Miracle ($389). and
Premeditated because this supports the sanctification of Comb is blowing hot air on your only cost three times as much as
society has a facile way of . the harassment power of the head to make you look better, a gas range. On and on, our national
condemning those listening to a police. And the law does not it's also blowing hot air in your Perhaps we can look forward products getting grosser,
different drum. The law qua law even begin to touch . those ear to make you feel better. to the day when there will be so humidifying and dehumidifying,
as a system of ensuring the basic political processes ... My brother $13.99." m any microwave . gadgets heating our toilet seats, cooling
safety and privacy of individuals once turned in a freshman "PARAGON TIMELITE bouncing r-f around us that we our cans, pushing our cuticles,
as well as their right to English theme only to have it CONTROL. Come home to a won't have a birth control prob- juicing our fruits: all automatic,
self-expression is impotent. Not returned, as' most freshman lighted house! Automatically lem: all the lads will be shooting safe, instantaneous, safe,
only that, it supports the very themes are, marked in bold turns your lights on and off. blanks. efficient, hygienic, compact,
system which has given police' letter "your words have nothing Keeps intruders away. U.L. ap- Another taste of the future is portable, quiet, and guaranteed
such powers of fascist control-if to do with your sentences, your proved. $~.99:' more definite: King Kong-sized unnecessary.
only to the degree that the sentences have nothing to do "WATER-PIK Oral Irriga- ~,. >I~x:==::::>rx:==::::>rx:==::::>r~K:::::=:X9
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courts are given power to With .your th~me. In.the face of Jets, of water a minute. One-unit ~
enforce and interpret the dealing With police power storageof4jettips.$19.97:' ~
law-where it counts: on the immune from citizen protest, "OSTER JUICE EXTRAC-
~treets,. i~ our daily and bein~ a law stude~t to ~e has T?R. Autom.atic,ally SPin,Svlta-. Get ~
Immediate lives. nothing to do WIth being a min packed firm fruits and vege- ~
We learned in evidence class lawyer, and being a lawyer has tables into healthful drinks. y
the paradox of a citizen who little to do with insuring justice Stainless juicer basket and cut- 0 Ur .~
asserts his constitutional rights and liberty in our daily lives. ting disc assure the most sanitary
of pro t e cti 0 nag a ins t The ultimate way out of the juicing. Juicer basket' stops in- ~ Gilbert Reviews
unreasonable search or seizure bramble bush is outside the stantly when unit is turned off. Smith Notes ~
and self-incrimination. The law-'-to fight fire with fire. $49.95." Blue Books
Supreme Court has upheld a line ~ Pencils
of cases establishing the fact that Pens
only if an individual resists rwaw[ln de. fPa'ti; fPott'tait & o'1'tt c£tudLo Thesis Paper ~
physically to the point of 6 h ~ Typewriter Ribbons
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rights be constitutionally PLone 338·3227 ~
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The elevator buttons are
heat-controlled: they respond to
the heat: of your fingertips. So
.when a fire breaks out, the
elevator speeds to the floor the
fire is on, and opens its doors.
But the doors stay open, because
the smoke keeps activating the
photoelectric cells! So the es-
capees, if they're unlucky
enough to get aboard an eleva-
tor, go right to the fire, and stay
there. When all the controls have
gone haywire, and the elevators
have all stalled, that's that. Fire-
men will have to race up the
stairs - all 60 flights - lugging
equipment behind them. First in
everything, New York has al-
ready experienced all this.
Since it was chronicled in
Siegfried Giedion's Mechaniza-
tion Takes Command (1948),
our Yankee ingenuity seems to
be going on to biggers and
betters: Jamb-Gard Door
Alarms, battery-operated,
solid-state, .so we can rest
assured; Audio Egg Chairs, the
perfect listening chamber
combining a comfy chair and
patented speakers with full range
sound ($395); the Nautilus
Portable Humidifier, with
automatic humidistat, removable
vapor filter, and easy roll casters
($49.99); and the Whirlpool
Trash Masher Compactor, which
puts 2000 pounds of force on
, your garbage and sprays it with a
deodorizer.
Half-way House
by Dave Cooper
Serving time for Alan Little
has not meant a dreary and
embittering chunk of his early
manhood spent "doing time" at
Lorton prison. Little is currently
a "student" at a very unusual
half-way house for young
offenders on 13th Street, and his
prospects for the future are
bright indeed, but he came
periously close last winter, to
the fate that turns first offenders
into hate-filled hard rock cases.
"It's not human," reflects Little,
recalling his 60 day stay at
Lorton Youth Center, and the
beatings and rapes that he
witnessed or heard about.
Little's two month stay at
Lorton began last December
when the judge committed him
to observation under the Youth
Corrections Act after finding
him guilty of robbing a bank.
Thus it was that Little spent last
Christman at lorton wondering
what it had, profited him to
spend almost two years in
college.
Perhaps it was an
articulateness or sense or worth
that he had' gained in college
that caught the eye of Anita
Auerbach, when she interviewed
Little and another young
offender. Auerbach worked at
the Youth Crime Control Project
half-way house and could select
promising Youth Act offenders
from those under observation at
Lorton to become "students" at
the house, being run by the
District of Columbia
Department of Corrections. At
this point, the house had been in
operation for only a year, but
Auerbach's eye had developed
for young offenders who could
benefit by a program which
promised a fair exchange of
freedom for responsibility.
Little arrived at the YCCP
house in February and has
completed the first phase of a
four step process leading to
parole. The 30 day Phase I
period has been the aspect of the
experience that Little has liked
least. He entered Phase I with
eight other youths who with
their three staff counselors form
. a "team:' During this period,
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Aids Young Offenders
unspoken but ultimate
punishment.
Phase II permits some
relaxation in the rules. The
students get jobs or take classes
on the outside, and except for a
6:30 p.m. check-in, can stay out
until 11 :30 at night. Phase III
students get three day weekends.
Passage into Phase IV is
graduation from the house and
the student need only make
contact with the house to
NLC alumnus Rod Borwick (right) and staff at YCCP House
none of the students may leave
the premises or have visitors.
The average educational level of
D.C. young offenders is the fifth
grade, and the staff at the house
attempt to allay this substantial
handicap to some extent by
giving the first phase students
practical education courses.
A slip-up during Phase I can
mean shipment back to Lorton
and at the house this is the
food; the friends he has made ...
the things that he doesn't like
are less tangible.
The emphasis on what the
staff likes to call the
"therapeutic community" means
that group sessions are plentiful.
Teams meet three times a week,
and twice a week the whole
house comes together for a
"community meeting:' It is
these meetings and the pressures,
and antagonisms that they
generate that Little does not
like. . Last week one of the
students tore a phone from the
wall and threw it out' of an
upstairs window. Weekend
privileges were suspended and
the following "community
meeting," according to Little,
was extremely unpleasant. The
rrieeting was called to "deal with
the situation," which meant
finding the culprit, and Little
felt that the techniques used by
the staff were more productive
of divisiveness and tension than
brotherhood. The malefactor
was eventually exposed, but not
until there had been an orgy of
hearsay and accusations.
considers that aggression that is
channelled toward inanimate
objects is an improvement over
hostility directed towards
human beings. At any rate, what
vandalism there is does not
appear to be greatly in excess of
what a pessimistic administrator
might expect in a college
dormitory.
Only 23 students spend their
nights in the nineteenth century
building on 13th Street at the
present time, easily supervised
by a staff of twelve. The house
expects its population to
eventually reach 38 or so, rather
small potatoes considering that
the Youth Services Division of
the D.C. Department of
Corrections presently holds
approximately 2000 offenders
between the ages of 16 and 26
each year. The ,house, in its year
and a half of existence has only
placed about ten of its students
on parole. Thus, it is easy to
wonder how seriously the
Department of Corrections takes
the program. A split has emerged
among those on the staff at the
house who belive that this new
The group punishment form of rehabilitation, viewed
technique, Little points out, with skepticism by some, will be
while designed to make each the wave-of-the-future, and
member of the eight-man team others who believe it is a
"his brother's keeper," serves to showcase only; not intended to
pit the seven innocent members "be expanded or adopted
against the guilty party, with elsewhere.
sides constantly changing as new Alan Little has not been a
offenses are uncovered. party to this debate, he only
The staff readily admits that knows that the system has been
dope is the major problem at the made to work for him. "In ten
house and thrice a week urine years with the support of the
check always seems to expose community and politicians,"
one or two students who are Little says optimistically, "we
"dirty:' A student who is dirty can reform the entire penal
five times goes back to Lorton. system:' The support of the
An 0 the r pro b Ie m is community and the politicians is
vandalism, but the staff a weak reed indeed.
interview his parole officer who
is one of the staff and has
already had considerable
experience with the parolee.
Little can tick off the things
he likes about the .house: the
ability it gives him to maintain
his family ties and to be with his
friends; the chance to take
courses again at Federal City
College on a small stipend; the
private room and relatively goodr--------------------------------,'---~
G.W. law Review Boord.l
Announces Competition
by Howard Rosenthal
The Editorial Board of the
George Washington Law Beview
conducted an orientation
meeting for interested first-year
students on April 19. All
first-year students are eligible to
participate in the Law Review
competition, to be held at the
conclusion of this semester's
examination period.
These 'students will be
requ ired to write a legal
memorandum, using materials
supplied by the Law Review. No
outside research will be required
or permitted. The materials will
be available on Saturday
afternoon, May 27, and the
completed memorandum will be
due by noon, Tuesday, May 30.
The memoranda will be
graded by members of the
Editorial Board, on the basis of
writing ability and legal analysis.
The Board will consider
first-year grades and the grade
on this memorandum equally in
making its selections.
Successful candidates will be
notified of their selection
shortly after second-semester
grades are announced. They will
be required to return to the Law
School on August 7, to begin
work on next year's first issue.
Editor-in-chief Sunny Peltier
indicated that this requirement
could be waived only in cases of ,
"extraordinary" financial need,:
or military obligations, but that
it was otherwise mandatory.
Second-year law students
appointed to the staff will be
required to write one case note
and one editorial note during the
year. In the third year, they will
write one editorial note and
assist in production of the Law
Review.
At least thirty first-year day
students will be selected for the
Law Review this year.
expert'
typing
eRESUMES
eLETTERS
eREPORTS
ePRESENTATIONS
eLEGAL
eTHESES
.MAN USCRWI'S
• TECHNICAL
.SPECIFICATIONS
• ADDRESSING
GENEVIEVE S JONES
AND ASSOCIATES
Suite 927
1346 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
2234722 (day)
234-0738 (n!gh!!..l
New York State
~' Bar Exam
For the July Bar, a tape course in Washington, OR attend live course in
New York City, at the Statler-Hilton, across from Penn Station.
July Bar sessions begin the first week In June.
Mr. Marino's Bar Course Offers:
(1) a familiarity with the nature of the examination
(2) a ready recall of the New York Law
(3) a reliable method of analyzing complicated fact situations, and
(4) a facility for writing well-reasoned answers
~ (5) a review of yes-no Bar type questions
(6) recent developments in the law.
In the last 5 years, better than 80% of the Marino Bar Review
Course students passed the Bar examination. (The average that pass
for. both March and July is 65% for everyone wh'o takes the bar.)
July 1972 exam:
The course will be conducted by Tape, at a convenient D.C. location
beginning the first week in June, for the July exam .
•«::1-1'111. ()
BAR REVIEW
"Founded 1946"
The fee for the Bar Review Course is $200.00 and includes lectures
and books in the CPLR, Evidence, Substantive Law, Problem
Analysis, Essay Writing Techniques, Yes-No type questions and
answers review and recent developments in the law.
The Marino Bar Review Course Inc. is incorporated under the New
York Slate Education Law and approved for the training of veterans
and disabled veterans. -
COURSE, inc.
Call or Write
Marino Bar Review, Inc .
109 Tullamore Road
Garden City, N. Y. 11530
Contact Your
Local Representative,
Harvey Fishbein
347-9180
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Women's Center Serves Women Student Addresses-Sold
, by Ed Kiley & Bill Shawn
teach her karate so she won't be College tuition pays only
women realize they can rely about one-third of, college'
upon their sisters for comfort expenses. The rest, according to
and assistance. TV commercials, must come
Workshops are being held to from other sources. One such
discuss questions, of structure source is the sale of student
and of functions, of the center. address lists to companies, who
These workshops insure then bombard the students with
maximum participation by the junk mail. In recent weeks, GW
women members of the center in students both graduate and
. its growth and the maintenance undergraduate have been
of a leaderless group. At the first subjected to a rash of insurance
workshop, the topic of "whose company and magazine
needs will the women's center come-ens, This is not to say that
serve?" was discussed. There was the university itself is selling
a consensus that the center must these lists, but it is clear that
reach all women in D.C. and someone with access to them is
must encourage their active making a hell of a lot of money
participation in the center. by giving commercial concerns a
There were differences on the key to the student's mailbox.
means to achieve this goal. Some. . In the last month thousands
Meeting of Women's Center women stressed the necessity of of tuition-depleted students
communication clearinghouse raped again." first meeting the needs of the were treated to mailbox
for women's organizations .in The center will aid in women working on the center .surprlses of "To the parents of
D.C. and U.S. and to provide 'developing the philosophy of and then expanding to reach all George Washington University
services for women by women .. self-help among women and in w o rn e n . , Other women 'student ," and "Thevery
The center will place the teaching the skills needed to emphasized the desirability of fact that you're a George
services most needed and wanted implement this philOSoPhY'initiaHy reaching out to all Washington University
by women in one, central Many women believe that women because of the student ... ," courtesy of Student
location. Collectives of women women's liberation can only homogeneity of the group now Services Corp. and Newsweek
are forming to provide medical begin when women learn to take working on the Center. rnaqazine. The question is HOW
help, mental health therapy, care of themselves and when did these companies get this very
To overcome the narrow complete list of student names
range of age, class, and race, and addresses. It was not the
they argued that it was necessary various student directories which.
to involve women of different, supplied them, for the names
backgrounds in the formulation and addresses were too complete
of the projects in order to insure and too accurate. People who
that the programs would be had moved since the directories'
responsive to their needs. came out or were never listed in
Subsequent workshops will them nevertheless received their
continue the exploration into own little courtesy packets from
the area of structure of the Newsweek and others. A more
center, the services the center likely answer to the "HOW" is
will provide, and other issues that an enterprising junk-mailer
which face the members of the or mailing list company bought
Center. this very accurate computer list
from an employee or student
with access to it. In fact, an
employee of the! Registrar's
office, who refused to identify
'himself, stated that such dealings
do go on out of that office. '
by Candy Cohen
The Washington Area
Women's Center, Inc. will soon
be opening a center which will
provide' women services wh ich
until now were only available
from sources controlled by men.
The center will have two main
functions: to serve as a
legal assistance, rape counseling,
and job placement. There will
also be a daycare center, crisis
center, library, and coffeehouse
located within the center. "If a
woman has been raped," said a
center member, "we can offer
her legal aid, medical aid, and
~rnotional support. And we can
-
Students, from pJ--------
suit against a debtor defaulting
on an- installment note. When
record of payment is introduced
in court, it reveals that the court
costs have been paid by the
debtor. When a note is sold to a
collection agency, the agency
immediately charges court costs
to the debtor's account. Thus,
many times court costs are paid
though the case never goes to
trial, the debtor wins the case, or
the debtor files in forma pauperis.
The motor vehicle accident
cases are common. In one such
case handled by, Steve
Sommerstein, the defendant
admitted liability 'and gave
plaintiff a check for part of.the '
damages, but later refused to
pay the 'remainder, claiming that
the check was payment in full.
Plaintiff filed suit for the
balance,
In Landlord-Tenant, the
most freqent case is suit for
nonpayment of rent
sometimes the rent being'
withheld because of housing
code violations. One of the more
recent types of cases has been a
suit for possession based on
breach of the lease covenants
where the landlord rented the
house as a single-family dwelling
and the lessess have rented rooms
to pay for the rent, whereby the
dwelling could be classified as
an illegal rooming house.
The D.C. Law Students in
Court provides this legal
representation at extremely low
cost. The cost per client during
October and November of 1970
was less than $30. The bUdget
for the program has been
approximately $44,000 per year.
Unfortunately, although the
program is heartily endorsed by
all segments of the D. C.
community, it has been unable
to secure long-range financial
support. The program was
funded by the Cafritz, Meyer
and Strong Foudations, the five
universitites, and' private law
firms. The foundation funding
has ended, and the program
must find alternative SOurces of
funding. The law schools have
been asked. to increase their
contribution, which is based on
the following formula: base fee
of $1500 plus Y:z tuition per
semester hour for every student
over eight. Under this formula,
NLC paid $3300 for the
participation of 22 students
during 1971-72. It has been
suggested that schools give the
full pro rata portion of each
student's tuition.
D. C. Law Students in Court
is a program which provides legal
representation to indigent clients
and provides law students the
opportunity to learn the nuts
and bolts of law. Perhaps the
most valuable part of the
program is, as Steve
Sommerstein described it, "is
the destruction of the myth of
poverty law." "The clients don't
love you," emphasizes Steve,
"they just expect you to do a
good job."
FILMS
'72
friday
•series
~J{__1,'/_'>-~
April 28- Claire's Knee
7 & 9:30 Ballroom
Tickets available
at the Info Desk
after 6 PM
NO tickets at the
door
Women are encouraged to
participate in the center. The
next general meeting will be
April '30, 1:00 p.rn., 1520 New
,Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Not only are these,
unscrupulous people taking
advantage of a position of
trust, they are also violating an
express University policy not to
divulge this information, except
in very restricted circumstances
(see page 39 of the law school
catalogue) and, according to
David Speck, Dean of Student
Activities, never for commercial
purposes. In the face of this
policy it seems that the
University has seriously failed in
its obligation to the students. It
is clear that either too many of
these lists are circulating, or too
many people have ready acess to
them, or both. This is not denied
by Speck, who admits having
received numerous complaints
concerning this junk mail. It
should be noted here that Mr.
Speck was extremely
cooperative and expressed the
hope' that the Advocate would
be able to do something. This, of
course,' begs the question. Why
hasn't the University done
something?
The conclusion is therefore
inescapable that the University,
if not directly responsible for
the distribution of the list, is still
at fault. For if this list was not
obviously so easily available, the
person or persons who are
profitting at the students'
expense would not find the
money so easy to come by. To
this end it is urged that the
university take whatever steps
are necessary in order to gain
control over their own" records,
and, if possible, find out who is
selling the list and to whom. If
this makes it a little difficult for
Student Accounts to collect
their money, so be it. If nothing
else, this university at least owes
the student an obligation to
keep his name out ofthe hands of
every rip-off artist who comes
along. "
DISCOUNT LAW BOOKS
ANNOUNCING THE LARGEST SAVINGS ON LAW BOOKS
IN THIS AREA AT:
Washington Law Book Co., lnc..
1917 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Telephone 785-0424
FULL SELECTION OF CASEBOOKS FOR GW'S SUMMER SESSION
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
May 5- The Wizard of Oz
7 & 9:30 Ballroom
,I G. W._____ __LA__W_SC_H_O_O_l-J
FREE CUP
OF COFFEE
WHILE YOU
BROWSE!
WASHINGTON
CIRCLE~"~I~~~~\~
EYE STREET
I WASHINGTON- LAW BOOK CO.I •
1% blocks from GW
Law School
between 19th and 20th
Streets on Eye Street
above Vince's Barber
Shop under the awning
·Manager
